The interest and significance of the new text are great and manifold. The Hebraist, the student of literature, the biblical expositor, and the historical theologian all find ample material for reflection and discussion.
The language supplies a specimen of Hebrew which can be dated with a margin of only twenty-five or thirty years. It is generally agreed that Ecclesiasticus was composed between 200 and 170 B. C. We have therefore in the new text the means of knowing how Hebrew was written by a man of culture and influence about two centuries before our Lord's ministry. The result may be fairly described as startling. The Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus is biblical, not rabbinical. There are of course traces of Aramaic influence. There are also words which are either peculiar to the new Hebrew or are found there with especial frequency. In the main, however, the Hebrew of the son of Sirach is pure and vigorous. The distinctive characteristics of Mishnic Hebrew, such as the monosyllabic relative, the plural in -in, and the frequent use of the substantive verb as an auxiliary, are conspicuous by their absence. Ecclesiastes is much more closely related to new Hebrew.
The Greek version is known to have been made by the grandson of the author from the original in the year 132 B. C. The comparison of this version and of the Syriac version which was also made from the Hebrew with the newly recovered text sheds instructive light on the merits of these old translations. They are found to be much less literal than was supposed by many. The Syriac is often closer than the Greek, but neither can be trusted to reproduce the form. There are many passages in which the general sense is given whilst the form is largely disregarded. In the fine paragraph, for example, devoted to the portraiture of Elijah the simple stately words of the original borrowed from the Bible, "and he brake for them the staff of bread," are represented both in the Syriac and Greek simply by "he brought famine upon them." Again, the grandson seems sometimes to have been influenced by the Septuagint.
He writes of Enoch (44:16) as "pleasing God" and "being translated," whereas his grandfather had written that "he was found perfect and walked with God and was taken." Other examples of the freedom of the Greek version are the following: (I) Hebrew, "Abraham put no blemish on his glory." Greek, "There was found none like him in glory (44: I9).
(2) Hebrewz, "Noah became the successor," that is, "he was spared to carry on the succession and keep the race alive," as Canon Driver explains the passage in the glossary, which is one of the most valuable parts of the book. Greek, "He was taken in exchange for the world" (44:I7).
(3) Hebrew, "Elisha all his days quaked before none, and no flesh had dominion over his spirit." Greek, "And in all his days he was not shaken by any ruler and no one brought him into subjection" (48 :12).
These comparisons, which could readily be multiplied, show with convincing clearness that the restoration of a Semitic original from such translations as these can only at the best arrive at an approximation. All that can be said is that the writer may have written so and so. The uncertainty is increased when it is found that even a paronomasia which reminds the reader of Hebrew is found to have nothing answering to it in the original. This is the case in 49:4, where the Greek has wXrrhXllEX a rXilav X ~Xrav but the Hebrew one word, hislcltit/loo.
The style of Ecclesiasticus is on the whole clear and forcible. The editors remark that "it stands throughout on an altogether higher level than that of Chronicles, Ecclesiastes, and the Hebrew parts of Daniel." There are no traces of meter, as an eminent scholar suggested some years ago, but the parallelism is often sharply defined. The son of Sirach was well read in the poetic literature of his people, and could handle its forms with skill and power. This comes out far more distinctly in the original than in the Greek version. Another oriental characteristic which is also brought out very clearly is the love of playing on names. Joshua was a great salvationz to God's chosen ( The relation of the Hebrew Ecclesiasticus (in so far as it can be determined from these fragments) to the Old Testament and to later Jewish literature and theology is too large a subject to be discussed at length here. Room can be found only for a few hints which may perhaps stimulate research. 
